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Improving the Design of the Human Skull 

 
Overview 
The goal of this project was to identify an optimization software for the purpose of 
biomedical research. We looked at an aspect of the temporomandibular joint 
(TMJ), and based on the masticatory loads experienced, we applied the forces 
and analysed the optimized version of the TMJ.  
 

Objectives 
To test different optimization programs and analyse efficiency and efficacy based on customer needs. 
 

Approach 
 Identify customer needs based on several meetings we had with our sponsors. 

 Extracted a portion of the skull (TMJ) from CT scans of an anonymized human skull provided by our 
sponsors. 

 Generate a .stl file based on the TMJ based on the portion extracted from the CT scans 

 Create a solid structure with smooth surfaces of the TMJ from the .stl file to a .igs file.  

 Identify masticatory loads of the TMJ based on research and prior studies. 

 Import the TMJ into the three optimization software programs (Inspire, Patran and Within-Labs). 

 Generate a mass optimization of the TMJ. 

 Compare the mass optimization of the TMJ to the structure of the TMJ to analyse the efficiency and 
efficacy of the different optimization software programs.  

 Identify the best optimization software by using a weighting chart. 

 3D print the optimized structure and compare to the human TMJ.  
 

Outcomes 
The following were the results of our 
optimization programs: 

 Within Labs did not optimize and 
indicated problems with the 
mesh. 

 Patran optimized but did not 
display the results 

 Inspire optimized the structure 
and it was similar to the structure 
of the human TMJ based on the 
applied loads.  

 Inspire was recommended to our 
sponsors for the purpose of our 
research. 

 
Optimized TMJ (Inspire) compared to Human TMJ 


